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Alan Mathison Turing OBE FRS (/ Ëˆ tj ÊŠÉ™r Éª Å‹ /; 23 June 1912 â€“ 7 June 1954) was an English
mathematician, computer scientist, logician, cryptanalyst, philosopher and theoretical biologist. Turing was
highly influential in the development of theoretical computer science, providing a formalisation of the concepts
of algorithm and ...
Alan Turing - Wikipedia
Alan Turing's Bombe The Bombe implemented a very ingenious algorithm for testing Enigma settings and
rejecting all but a very few as inconsistent with the data.
Alan Turing Scrapbook - The Enigma War
Turing is shown holding an apple. The cast bronze bench carries in relief the text "Alan Mathison Turing
1912â€“1954" and the motto "Founder of Computer Science" as it would appear if encoded by an Enigma
machine; 'IEKYF RQMSI ADXUO KVKZC GUBJ'.
Alan Turing Memorial - Wikipedia
Alan Mathison Turing (Londra, 23 giugno 1912 â€“ Manchester, 7 giugno 1954) Ã¨ stato un matematico,
logico, crittografo filosofo britannico, considerato uno dei padri dell'informatica e uno dei piÃ¹ grandi
matematici del XX secolo.
Alan Turing - Wikipedia
Okay, so in the first video above, Dr. Grime gives us a thorough tour of the Enigma machine (Sir Mick owns
one, by the wayâ€¦ but back to the historyâ€¦).
The Enigma Machine: How Alan Turing Helped Break the
Alan Mathison Turing, nÃ© le 23 juin 1912 Ã Londres et mort le 7 juin 1954 Ã Wilmslow, est un
mathÃ©maticien et cryptologue britannique, auteur de travaux qui fondent scientifiquement l'informatique.
Alan Turing â€” WikipÃ©dia
More than six decades after his death, Alan Turingâ€™s life remains a point of fascinationâ€”even for people
who have no interest in his groundbreaking work in computer science. He has been the ...
15 Riveting Facts About Alan Turing | Mental Floss
Non-linear Life Alan Turing job was at Manchester University, but he didn't live in Manchester. He had a
semi-detached house in the outskirts of Wilmslow, fifteen kilometres south of Manchester in the Cheshire
countryside.
Alan Turing Scrapbook - Growth, Form and Crisis
Alan Mathison Turing (Maida Vale , 23 juni 1912 â€“ Wilmslow, 7 juni 1954) was een Britse wiskundige,
computerpionier en informaticus, mathematisch bioloog en logicus.
Alan Turing - Wikipedia
Alan Mathison Turing (ur. 23 czerwca 1912 w Londynie, zm. 7 czerwca 1954 w Wilmslow k. Manchesteru)
â€“ brytyjski matematyk, kryptolog, twÃ³rca pojÄ™cia maszyny Turinga i jeden z twÃ³rcÃ³w informatyki.
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Alan Turing â€“ Wikipedia, wolna encyklopedia
The Turing Foundation was founded in july 2006 by Pieter and FranÃ§oise Geelen. The name of the
foundation honours Alan Turing (1912-1954), the British scientist who is regarded by many as the founder of
modern computer science.
The Turing Foundation - ABOUT US
One hundred years ago was born Alan Turing. He was known essentially for his role during the Second
World War: he encrypted the Enigma machine.
Doc Madhattan: Turing patterns in coats and sounds
Die Turing-Bombe (auch: Turing-Welchman-Bombe oder Welchman-Turing-Bombe) ist eine
elektromechanische Maschine, die wÃ¤hrend des Zweiten Weltkriegs von den britischen Kryptoanalytikern in
Bletchley Park (B.P.) eingesetzt wurde, um die mit der deutschen SchlÃ¼sselmaschine Enigma
verschlÃ¼sselten FunksprÃ¼che zu entziffern.
Turing-Bombe â€“ Wikipedia
Alan Turing's accomplishments in computer science are well known, but lesser known is his impact on
biology and chemistry. In his only paper on biology, Turing proposed a theory of morphogenesis ...
Turing's theory of chemical morphogenesis validated 60
Die Enigma (griechisch Î±á¼´Î½Î¹Î³Î¼Î± aÃ-nigma, deutsch â€šRÃ¤tselâ€˜, Eigenschreibweise auch:
ENIGMA) ist eine Rotor-SchlÃ¼sselmaschine, die im Zweiten Weltkrieg zur VerschlÃ¼sselung des
Nachrichtenverkehrs der Wehrmacht verwendet wurde.
Enigma (Maschine) â€“ Wikipedia
Lulu Hardcover (v1.00): this may be the best printed form of the book (it really looks pretty good), but it is also
the most expensive way to obtain the black book of operating systems (a.k.a. the comet book or the asteroid
book according to students).
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